
Year 5 and 6 Information Text Writing Task

Your writing task this week is linked to the weekly topic of Ramadan and Eid. You 
will be using what you have learnt, as well as the weekly skill of using a semi colon, 
to write an information text (this could be a page for an information book or a 
poster). We have looked at semi-colons in class so this learning will be re-capping 
what you have learnt in school. 

Monday 

; This is a semi-colon
Remember, semi-colons can be used to mark the boundary between the two main 
clauses (two parts of a sentence that make sense on their own) but the clauses 
must be closely related in topic. For example:

 The children of Moorside worked hard at home; they sent regular updates 
to their teachers. 

Notice that a capital letter is not needed after a semi-colon.  Have a look at this 
example…. Can you tell me 2 reasons why this is incorrect?

 The children of Moorside worked hard at home; Chocolate is yummy!

That’s right … both parts are closely related in topic AND a capital letter is not 
needed after the semi colon 

Watch the following short clip to help you remember how to use semi colons 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/zshfdxs Have a go at 
the quiz too, to check what you have remembered. 

Now have a go at the challenges on page 2 remembering to follow the rules for 
using a semi colon

1. Both parts either side of the semi colon must be a main clause (make sense 
on their own) 

2. Both parts must be closely related in topic 
3. A capital letter is not needed after the semi colon unless for a proper noun..
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Using Semi Colons Challenge 

Now have a go at matching the parts of a sentence on the left to the correct part on the
right and copy correctly into your book, following the rules on page 1 carefully. 

Copy and complete in your book:
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Tuesday
Have a go at the comprehension about Eid to gather more information about the 
subject you will be writing about. Read the text below, which continues onto page 4
and answer the questions on page 4 in your book using full sentences. 
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Wednesday Gathering Content – Information Writing
Have a look at the example information texts on Pages 6 and 7. 
Have a go at the activities below (recording your thoughts in your book) to get 
gather some ideas about how you to present your information and what type of 
language to include. 

1. What do you notice about how the texts are presented? Are they written as
one continuous piece of writing like a story or is the writing presented in a 
different way? 

2. What do you notice straight away when you look at the texts?

3. Read each text carefully and record some of the subject specific 
vocabulary included. For example, the words divine and scripture are 
specific words related to religion and miracles. How many more can you find 
and record? 

4. Which example text do you prefer and why?

5. Can you make a list of all the adverbs which are included? Remember 
adverbs add extra information to the verb. For example, usually. 
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Example 1 information text/poster
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Example 2 information text/poster 
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Thursday planning and writing 
Plan 

1. Consider 4 subheadings you may use in your writing. For example, you may 
use Who? What? When? How? Or more specific sub headings such as, What
is Eid? Who celebrates it and why? Record 4 you will use in the boxes below 
along with a title for your information page.

Title _______________________________________________________

Subheading ___________________          Subheading ___________________

Subheading ____________________    
Subheading __________________

3.Now have a go at creating your information page using your plan to guide you. 
Tick off the parts of your plan as you include them, to ensure you include all your 
ideas. Remember to make it bright and eye catching!
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2. Use the ideas gathered this week, and mate notes under each subheading to show what 
information you will include in each section. Use the topic mat on page 11 to help you. 
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Friday – Check through your writing and make any changes needed to spelling, 
punctuation and vocabulary to ensure accuracy and to make sure it is engaging for 
your readers. Also, consider if any of it can be improved in any way….

 Could you add a wider range of Punctuation?
 Could you include more ambitious vocabulary?
 Could you play around with sentence length to add variety?
 Could you include more descriptive vocabulary such as adjectives and 

adverbs?
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